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fire is as much a natural part of Grand Canyon as are rain, snow, wind, and wildlife. It is a part of the
forests which until recently was not well understood and thought by many to be only an agent of destruction.
In the last 25 years research has determined that the role of fire in these forests is one of renewal, enabling
the growth of lush new vegetation, and providing many needed nutrients for plant and animal life.

THE ROLE OF FIRE Long before people began visiting the
canyon, fire was an imponant force of
sudden and dramalic change on the

canyon rims. Natural (lightning-caused)
fires resulted in a mosaic of old and young

plant life, and of open and heavily
forested areas. This mosaic produced a
diverse array of habitats which supported
a large variety of wildlife on the rims. For
example, deer and elk ale meadow grasses
produced by fire, and spotted owls and
goshawks dwelt in old growth areas.

In addition to the physical changes which
fires created, when forest litter burned,

nutrients were returned to the soil. These

nutrients were in turn taken up by plants.
Studies of the nutritional value of forage
in pre-bum and post-bum areas have
clearly shown that post-bum areas offer
better food for wildlife.

The natural fires were generally of low

intensity and caused scarring of small
trees. Many of the oldest ponderosas have

cai faces, large basal scars produced by

fires which occurred before the turn of the

century. By studying the scars in tree
rings of large dead trees, scientists have
learned much about the regularity of
natural fires. In ponderosa pine forests,
natural fires burned about once every 10
years. Other ecosystems, such as the
spruce-fir forests on the North Rim, had
longer breaks between natural fires (70 to
250 years).

The rim forests exhibit adaptations which
developed in response to these cyclical
natural fires. Ponderosas, for example,
shed their lowest branches as they grow.

This reduces fuel, and decreases the

likelihood of an intense crown fire -- one

in which entire trees are consumed.

Douglas-fir has thick baric which insulates
it from the heat of a fire, and its seeds

germinate best in the open areas and
mineral soils which fires produce. And
the colorful aspens take advantage of
reduced competition after fires by sprout
ing many new plants.

THE HISTORY OF FIRE

MANAGEMENT AT GRAND

CANYON

When Europeans began to settle the

western United Stales, the natural cycles

of fire were broken. People became better

at controlling fire, which they perceived as
an evil force in nature. Eventually, most

fires were extinguished if at all possible.

As a result of this fire suppression, the
health of the forests suffered. Some of the

physical diversity of the habitat was lost
as the mosaic pattem of old and new
growth disappeared. Nutrients remained
locked up in the forest litter. Because
forest fuels accumulated, the likelihood of

crown fires increased, as did the chance of

damage to public and private buildings.




